http://www.anhingapress.org/poetry/falling-landscape

* 

The Poetry Foundation/Silvia Curbelo 
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/silvia-curbelo

* 

Letras Latinas Oral History Project 
Silvia Curbelo interviewed by Emma Trelles, University of Notre Dame, 2012 

Interview – part 1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCt3P42kK0c

Interview part 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5A5iuolR5R0

* 

UpLit, a light installation featuring a line of poetry by Silvia Curbelo, can be found on Tampa’s Riverwalk. 
http://lifeelsewhere.co/2015/05/18/uplit-an-update/

*